4TH NATIONAL ABILYMPICS- 2014 CHANDIGARH
VOCATIONAL SKILLS CONTEST

ABOVE 15 YRS.

V06 – CREATING WWW PAGES
1.

OBJECTIVE
This assignment is designed to provide an opportunity for contestants to demonstrate
their skill and prowess in designing and developing WEB pages.

2.

TASK
Description of Website:
Your task is to create an e-Commerce website where an online user can browse various
categories of products and send an email to order them. There are 5 categories of
products the website sells: Electronics, Clothing, Books, Toys and Healthcare.
The website should contain the following sections:
 A header and footer for the website
(1) The header should contain link for navigation to pages for different
product categories (electronics, clothing, books, toys and healthcare).
(2) The footer should contain information that is common to the website.
(3) Header and footer should be common across all pages on the site.


A category page should exist for each category. The category page should show a
list of items with a short description for each item and a thumbnail image along
with a price.



When a user clicks on an item, an item details page should be displayed with the
item’s detailed description and large image along with price and delivery details.



On the items details page, there should be a order now button which when clicked
will open an email form where the user can enter their name, address and phone
and request COD delivery of the product.

Instructions/Tips:


The site should be organized and easy to use.



It should provide hyperlinks for navigation



Use style-sheets across pages

3.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
The package developed should be user friendly. The software JAWS will be loaded for
the visually impaired contestants.

4.

SOFTWARE AND MATERIALS
The following packages will be loaded / available on site:

5.



HTML editor 5



FrontPage 2000 / Dream weaver MX / Macromedia Flash MX



Javascript



Java JDK 1.6

WORK ENVIRONMENT
Machines will be placed on tables. In case of special working conditions requirement, the
same should be asked for 24 hrs. prior to the contest.

6.

ALLOCATED TIME
Maximum time 3 hours

7.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
Assessment of the skill of the participants will be based on the final work produced.
Items to be Evaluated
Organization, Layout and Content
Look and Feel (Visual Appeal)
Use of style-sheets
Form validation
Total Marks

Maximum Marks Allotted
30
30
30
10
100

